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What is good way to have a unique entity in a table
which represents different state of the world? I have
question which is more general than typical "what
table should I use for..." answer. What is correct way
to structure data in a table in order to have best
performance when changing it? I need to describe
states of world. My data model at the beginning
would have some entities: World, User, Skill and
SkillLevel and SkillLevel would have relation with
User and World. I use database for reading purpose
and I store all data in text files or some XML. After I
have data in the db I need to read the data to
process it (and later use it as an input to program).
At some point I realize, that there is a long running



process which creates instances of User and it is
important to have these instances always available.
They would be used by some service which will be
creating tasks for this user which will run on the
system. At that moment I also realize, that it is
necessary to have Skill created for every user. For
the moment my initial structure was: State -- World -
- User -- Skill -- SkillLevel -- SkillLevelWeight Which
turned into: State -- World -- User -- Skill -- SkillLevel
-- SkillLevelWeight -- SkillLevelAction --
SkillLevelActionInfo
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